
CSC115 – Introduction to Computer Science 

Programming with Python 

Assignment 3 – Conditional statements 

February 10th, 2019 

 
Part 1: 

Write a program that prompts the user to enter a numerical value and print whether the 

number is odd or even. If the user enters an invalid value such as string, the system should 

warn the user of invalid input and not crash.  

Hint, you will need to use try/except for error handling and conditional statement to check 

whether the input is even or odd (%2 will help us determine whether a number is odd or 

even). 

 

Sample programs: 
Enter a number: 

>>> 10 

10 is even 

Enter a number: 

>>> 5 

5 is odd 

Enter a number: 

>>> five 

Invalid input! Please enter numerical values only 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Part 2: 

Write a program that calculates an employee’s salary: daily, weekly, bi-weekly, and 

monthly. The program should prompt the user to enter hourly rate, how many hours of 

work per day (daily), then multiply by 5 for weekly, and so on. (Note, 20 working days a 

month). In addition to that, the program should print a menu to allow the user to choose to 

calculate daily, weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly salary. 

 

Sample program:  
Enter your hourly rate: 
>>> 20 

Enter how many hours you work per day: 

>>> 8 

Choose from the main menu: 

1 – daily 

2 – weekly 

3 – bi-weekly 

4 – monthly 

>>> 2 

Your weekly salary is: $800 

 

  



Requirements/Deliverables: Add the following block comment at the very beginning of 

your source code (your python (.py) files). Please note, you will lose points for not adding 

the following block comments to your source file. 

If your program does not work as it is expected, or compiles error, include that in the block 

comment as well.  

Save your source code/program in different .py files.  

“”” 

Author:  Your name 

Assignment:  Assignment # 

Date:  SUBMISSION DATE 

Description: describe what the program does 

Input:  input that the program expects 

Output: what does the program return 

 

Errors:  WRITE HERE IF THERE IS ANY ERROR 

“”” 

Send me and our TA a screenshot of the compiled code (Terminal/CMD) and your 

source code to me and our TA with the email subject CSC115 assignment3 

 


